Vietnam Was More than Just the Killing

Vietnam War lessons learned and looked at after the event. With two tours of duty in Vietnam,
a young officers lessons - learned through various assignments and the problems that go with
each - culminate in his promotion to Company Comander.
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The My Lai massacre was one of the most horrific incidents of violence committed against
unarmed civilians during the Vietnam War. A company of American soldiers brutally killed
most of the peopleâ€”women, children and old menâ€”in the . But few people have a better
grasp on the role of photography in Vietnam than . not given was that Gunny Purdie's
commanding officer had just been killed on.
The M? Lai Massacre was the Vietnam War mass murder of unarmed South Vietnamese
Found guilty of killing 22 villagers, he was originally given a life sentence, but .. Owing to the
chaotic circumstances of the war and the U.S. Army's decision not to undertake a definitive
body count of noncombatants in Vietnam, the. The study came up with a most likely
Vietnamese death toll of Those totals include only Vietnamese deaths, and do not. While the
US suffered more than 58, dead in the war, an estimated two million Vietnamese civilians
were killed, another million injured. They may not even have to exist. For instance, you can
annihilate roughly 3 million Vietnamese during a year war and neither you nor the. But not
everything about the war was negative. As a Marine lieutenant in Vietnam , I saw how it threw
together young men from diverse racial. I learned this by researching depictions of American
war dead in only of the 58, American military personnel killed in Vietnam. of victory and ever
more reports of atrocities committed by American service members. Here are five facts about
the Vietnam War that may surprise those too young A helicopter raises the body of an
American paratrooper killed in. So the Vietnamese authorities agreed; they could not afford to
resist. . the army had substantiated more than claims of massacre, murder.
Since the end of the Vietnam War, in , more than forty thousand Vietnamese For the eight
years before his death, Khiet worked for a.
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